Humans often represent and reason about unrealized possible actions -the vast infinity of things that were not (or have not yet been) chosen. This capacity is central to the most impressive of human abilities: causal reasoning, planning, linguistic communication, moral judgment, etc. Nevertheless, how do we select possible actions that are worth considering from the infinity of unrealized actions that are better left ignored? We review research across the cognitive sciences, and find that the possible actions considered by default are those that are both likely to occur and generally valuable. We then offer a unified theory of why. We propose that (i) across diverse cognitive tasks, the possible actions we consider are biased towards those of general practical utility, and (ii) a plausible primary function for this mechanism resides in decision making.
The Promise of, and Problem with, Possibilities
Humans can only experience the world as it is, but our most impressive powers of thought require us to imagine how it could be. To choose a city to move to, we imagine different things we might do there. When judging a person's actions, we ask if they could have done otherwise. To assign responsibility for a tragedy, we consider what might have been done to prevent it. When reading that a job candidate is 'punctual', we consider what his recommender might have emphasized instead. In each case, our thoughts are shaped by the alternative possibilities we consider.
This ability is as mysterious as it is pervasive. In theory, there are infinite alternative possibilities we can imagine, and we could therefore spend infinite time generating and considering them. In practice, however, we evaluate alternative possibilities so quickly and effortlessly that the evaluation often goes unnoticed. We must have some rapid and unconscious ability to generate a small set of nonactual possibilities that merit consideration, while excluding the infinity of useless others. How do we know what not to think?
We answer this question at the computational level, as Marr [1] defined the term. Synthesizing recent insights from diverse fields of study, we offer a model for how humans identify one type of possibility: possible actions. These are a crucial part of modal cognition (see Glossary) -our general ability to reason about all types of alternative possibilities, including actions as well as events, states of affairs, etc. When humans engage in tasks that require modal cognition (e.g., causal reasoning or responsibility attribution), they sample only a small number of specific possible actions. Moreover, across diverse tasks, people tend to sample possible actions sharing two properties: they are probable (i.e., they occur often) and valuable (i.e., they are usually good). We propose that people's sampling strategy has an adaptive origin: it helps people to efficiently make effective decisions in their own life. We call this the shared adaptive sampling model of modal cognition -it is shared across domains, adaptively organized, and allows us to sample effectively from the vast space of possible actions.
We conclude by exploring the proposed origin of this shared mechanism: decision making. Humans consistently face decisions involving enormous numbers of options (every potential job, next sentence, afternoon activity, etc.). Instead of exhaustively considering all options, people sample a small subset of possible actions for evaluation. Crucially, the possible actions they consider by default are skewed towards actions which are valuable and likely to be chosen. This feature makes perfect sense when trying to efficiently identify effective actions. Hence, we suggest that the shared sampling mechanism essential for modal cognition -one biased towards valuable and probable actionswas principally designed for decision making. In short, our most basic sense of which actions are possible reflects a first draft of what we would choose. Before laying out our proposal in more detail, we review previous work on reasoning about possibilities.
Representations of possible actions pervade human high-level cognition, and shape how we plan, attribute causal responsibility, comprehend language, and make moral judgments.
There are too many 'possible actions' for us to consider them all. Recent studies offer a strikingly convergent picture of how we call to mind a limited, useful set of possible actions to consider. This process of 'sampling' alternative possibilities has a distinctive fingerprint: it focuses on possible actions that are valuable and probable. This fingerprint arises across many diverse tasks that rely on the representation of alternative possibilities.
We provide a novel theoretical proposal that helps to explain this convergence: by default, the possibilities that come to mind are those worth considering during decision making. 
Trends in

Traditional Approaches to Reasoning about Possibilities
There is a strong tradition of research on possibilities across the cognitive sciences. Within philosophy and linguistics, it is common to model possibilities by defining a space of possible worlds and then partitioning it in various ways. For instance, we might partition possible worlds by whether they are consistent with what is known (defining what 'might be') or by whether they involve actions an agent is physically capable of performing (defining what she 'could do'). Once the relevant part of the partition is selected (e.g., the part corresponding to what 'might be'), traditional approaches often induce orderings of the possibilities within the relevant part of the partition (e.g., from most to least probable). The relevant dimension of ordering will depend on the task at hand [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It could involve ordering possibilities according to their probability, morality, accessibility, etc. The most highly ranked possibilities are typically those most relevant to the modal task faced. Because this tradition has typically not sought to model the psychological processes involved in modal cognition, these models have had relatively little to say, however, about which possibilities come consciously to mind from within the potentially vast space delimited by the partition.
Within psychology, modal thought has been studied as an essential part of many cognitive domains. Past research includes the role of modal cognition in 'mental models' that are used in reasoning [10] [11] [12] , explicit counterfactual thought (reviewed in [13] ), reflective assessments of which events are 'possible' (e.g., [14, 15] ), and, recently, the brain networks that support episodic simulation of nonactual future or past events (e.g., [16, 17] ). Like philosophers, psychologists assume we have some way to define the relevant types of possibilities we are interested in, which can again be modeled as inducing a partition followed by ordering of possibilities within the relevant part of the partition. By partitioning possibilities at the outset, we might, for example, typically not consider possibilities where the premises of an argument are violated when reasoning with mental models [10] or engaging in counterfactual reasoning [18] , or follow a given syntactic structure when generating new names for pubs [19] . Further, by ordering possibilities and then focusing on the 'best' of that ordering, we might, for example, focus on morally better counterfactual alternatives when making moral judgments [20] , or consider relatively probable alternative possibilities when making causal judgments [21] .
Abstracting away from the details of any one particular approach, we can think of all of these models as proposing that we generate the 'alternative possibilities' fundamental to modal cognition by (i) delimiting a task-relevant partition within the vast space of conceivable possibilities, (ii) considering a smaller subset of particular possibilities within the relevant part of that partition, and then (ii) ordering or evaluating them in task-relevant ways to inform our final modal judgments ( Figure 1A , Key Figure) . Notably, there has been much research indicating how we may construct task-specific partitions and orderings, but there is relatively little work addressing how, before explicit evaluation, specific options are sampled from within the relevant part of the partition. This understudied part of the architecture is our focus.
Possible Actions: A Shared Adaptive Sampling Proposal
Unlike much of this previous work, our proposal focuses specifically on representations of possible actions, a particularly important type of possibility representation that plays a crucial role in high-level cognition. We build on the groundwork laid by traditional approaches in two key ways. First, our proposal gives crucial new structure to 'step 2' -the process by which particular possibilities within the relevant part of the partition are generated. Such spaces often include vast numbers of potentially relevant actions (e.g., 'possible ways to get to an airport', 'gifts one could buy for Christmas', 'ways to spend an afternoon', etc.), but ordinarily we only have the time and resources to explicitly evaluate a few. We propose that our minds adaptively sample a small set of possible actions from within the relevant space: those of probable practical utility are prioritized for consideration.
Second, although the traditional model assumes that the important work (partitioning and ordering) is task-specific ( Figure 1B) , our model proposes that a key intermediate step (sampling) is not. In principle, different adaptive sampling procedures might be used in different tasks (i.e., one for deciding what people should do, another for predicting their actions, and so on; Figure 1C ); however, we Glossary Modal auxiliaries: in natural language, terms such as 'must', 'can', 'may', 'ought', etc. are called modal auxiliaries. They are used to make statements about nonactual possibilities and vary in primarily two ways: (i) the 'force' of the modal -whether they suggest that something is necessary (e.g., 'must') or merely possible (e.g., 'can'), and (ii) the 'flavor' of the modal -whether they concern what is good or right, and thus have a 'deontic flavor' (e.g., 'ought'), or what is known, and thus have an 'epistemic flavor' (e.g., 'might'), or some other flavor instead [6] . Modal cognition/modality: modal concepts allow us to represent and reason about sets of nonactual possibilities, for instance by grouping various 'possible worlds' in different ways. Modal statements often have to do with necessity or possibility: which things must be the case and which things could be, which are typically taken to correspond to the possibility and necessity operators in modal logic [115] . Ordering: possible worlds can be 'ordered'. For instance, some are considered to be 'closer' to the real world (e.g., worlds with no newspapers) and others are 'farther' (e.g., worlds with no Earth). Ordering is useful because it allows us to define sets based on points in the resulting order. For instance, some threshold on a probability ordering might separate 'relevant' worlds from irrelevant ones. Possibilities can be ordered in many different ways. We may, for example, order on 'ethicality': worlds with murder are worse than worlds without it, and various points along this ordering might define the set of worlds judged to be 'impermissible', 'permissible', or 'best'. Possible worlds: philosophers and linguists often describe alternative possibilities in terms of 'possible worlds'. In the actual world -the one we are ineverything is a particular way. However, we can consider other ways the world might be. Each of these is a 'possible world' -for instance, the world in which everything is the same, except that you are reading this paper propose that the adaptive sampling process is shared across diverse tasks ( Figure 1D ). This leads us to predict patterns of convergence among diverse forms of modal cognition.
This three-step process -task-specific partitioning, shared adaptive sampling to construct an initial set of possible actions, and finally, flexible and task-specific reasoning about the possibilities in that set -forms the heart of our proposal.
Our proposal generates its most unique predictions when people are engaged in quick thinking. Naturally, the number of possible actions we can sample increases with time (Box 1). More uniquely, when time or effort is highly limited, our proposal predicts that we will 'default' to reasoning about systematically constrained types of possible actions. Specifically, because the set of possible actions we consider will be heavily influenced by the shared sampling process (rather than by the task-specific ordering process), features of the sampling process will be inherited by any downstream cognitive processes that depend on representations of possible actions. As time increases, however, larger numbers of possible actions can be sampled. This larger, less-restricted set allows increased downstream differentiation in the subset of possible actions evaluated as being relevant based on taskspecific ordering. At the limit of infinite decision time, our model converges to traditional models on which all possible actions in the relevant part of the partition are reasoned over, because the adaptive sampling process will no longer influence which particular possible actions are judged to be most relevant for a given task. In short, the shared adaptive sampling process makes unique predictions about default modal cognition, while also accommodating existing evidence about deliberative modal cognition. We next review evidence suggesting that default modal cognition -the type strongly influenced by shared sampling -predominates across diverse kinds of thought and behavior.
Default Representations of Possible Actions
Our model is inspired by recent studies in diverse areas of cognitive science, and which all point to a remarkably consistent structure for default representations of possible actions: (i) judgments of possibility and spontaneous ideation, (ii) causal attribution, (iii) formal semantics and psycholinguistics, (iv) moral judgment and free will, and others. In each case, two factors have an influence on the default representations of possible actions: probability and value [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This fingerprint of shared adaptive sampling allows us to track its promiscuous role in cognition, and provides vital clues about its ultimate function.
The simplest way to discover which possible actions are initially sampled is to ask, for example -what is the amount of television watching per day that first comes to mind? Across 40 different ordinary actions, the possibilities that first come to our minds (the 'defaults') reflect two inputs: beliefs about which amounts are most probable, and beliefs about which amounts are ideal (i.e., valuable) [22] . For example, the average amount of TV watching that came to mind was 2.87 h/day, far below the actual amount [33] , but between the amount participants thought was most probable (3.38 h/day) and the amount they thought was ideal (1.63 h/day).
According to the shared adaptive sampling model, the contours of the sampling process should most strongly constrain what actions we consider to be possible when decision time is short, and therefore a limited number of possibilities can be sampled (Box 1). In a recent study, people judged whether various actions are 'possible' under time pressure versus delay [26] . Participants read about people in difficult situations (e.g., Josh's car breaks down on his way to the airport). As different potential actions were proposed, participants judged whether each was 'possible' or 'impossible'. Some solutions were physically impossible (transporting to the airport), others were very typical (calling a friend), and, crucially, others had a low moral value (stealing a car) or were improbable (getting a ride from a stranger). Under time pressure, participants were especially likely to judge it 'impossible' to perform low-value actions, especially low moral value actions.
The same signature properties of default modal representation also arise early in development. Children say, for example, that it is impossible to paint polka-dots on an airplane, and that this would tomorrow instead of today. There are infinitely many such possible worlds [116] . Reinforcement learning: a computational framework for learning and decision making that is widely used in computer science, neuroscience, and psychology. Reinforcement learning methods formalize how an agent can learn to maximize reward in their environment by acting within it. Reinforcement learning methods vary in how value is assigned to actions. One common method is to assign values based on an explicit model of the environment: the value of an action is determined by the reward it will achieve in the model of the environment. By contrast, model-free methods assign values to actions from the direct experience of rewards from previously doing those actions, and do not involve explicitly modeling the environment. Value: many human behaviors are performed 'instrumentally'; that is, to maximize some reward or reinforcement signal, such as pleasure. The 'value' of an action is the expected total quantity of reward that it will obtain in the long term. Much research suggests that humans often compute the value of different actions and then tend to choose the actions that are associated with the highest value during decision making [107, 117] .
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Max. require magic [31, 34] . Only later in development do they reflectively judge that, although improbable, such actions are possible. Crucially, recent work also shows that children's judgments of possibility are constrained by value, and especially by moral value [28, 29] . For instance, young children often judge that it is impossible (or would require magic) for someone to steal a candy bar, or to lie. At 3-5 years of age, these moral violations are considered to be equally impossible as violations of physical laws (e.g., turning your hat into a candy bar) [29] .
General probability
In line with the adaptive sampling model, this work demonstrates that default representations of possible actions clearly reflect the contours of the adaptive sampling process: what is possible reflects what is likely to have practical utility, even when practical utility is not relevant for the task at hand. We next review evidence that this same 'fingerprint' of default modal cognition arises across diverse cognitive domains.
Causal Reasoning
Humans have a basic motive to describe, explain, and predict the world using causal relations. When a house burns down, it is not possible to avoid searching for the cause. This ability has been argued to rely on modal cognition: we identify whether something was a cause in part by considering the alternative possibilities in which that action did not occur (e.g., [21, [35] [36] [37] [38] ; but see [39] for an opposing perspective). For example, if one wants to know whether the fire was caused by a stove being left on, one asks what would have happened in the alternative possibility where the stove was not left on. Several recent studies identify which types of counterfactual possibilities about actions come to mind during causal reasoning. When there is a house fire, we tend not to consider the possibility that a person might never have purchased a stove, or the possibility that they could have built their house entirely out of fireproof material. Instead, we focus on counterfactuals where not doing the action was relatively probable: not leaving the stove on. Put differently, we tend to say that leaving the stove on caused the fire because the relevant alternative action -not doing that -was relatively probable.
This feature is present both in how we think about events and in agents' actions [7, 36, 40, 41] . In a similar way, people tend to focus on counterfactual possibilities involving actions that have a relatively high value. Consequently, they also tend to select lower-value events as causes [32, 36, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] . Box 2 provides a detailed overview of this evidence. In brief, causal judgments depend on reasoning about alternative possibilities, and the alternative possible actions that come to mind tend to be probable and valuable [7, 36, 38, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] . This is, of course, the signature of default modal cognition.
Modality in Natural Language
We often use language to specify alternative actions, either directly or indirectly. According to standard linguistic theory, a statement such as 'Angelika might be lecturing in London' means, roughly, that in all the possibilities that are relevant given what we know about Angelika, they involve her lecturing in London [6, 46] . Linguists call words like might 'modals' (or modal auxiliaries) precisely because they make claims about what is possible or necessary. However, what governs the possible actions that we consider when communicating? Figure 1 . Much of the previous work on modal cognition can be fit into the model of information processing depicted in (A). This three-step process involves (1) delimiting a task-relevant partition within the space of conceivable possibilities, (2) considering a small number of particular possibilities within the relevant part of the partitioned space, and (3) ordering or evaluating these possibilities in task-relevant ways. Our proposal, which focuses specifically on reasoning about possible actions, expands on the second step of this process. Unlike traditional models, we propose that people sample a small set of possibilities in an adaptive way. In particular, we propose that the sampling mechanism exhibits a bias towards possible actions of high practical utility: those that are both likely to be done and typically valuable when done (contrast B and D). In addition, our model proposes that this adaptive sampling mechanism is shared across a diversity of modal tasks. Instead of exhibiting a bias towards possibilities that are likely to be relevant given the specific task faced (e.g., only the probability that an action will be done when judging what someone might do, or only the value of an action when judging what someone should do), the biased sampling mechanism is relatively insensitive to which features are relevant for the modal task being performed (contrast C and D). Accordingly, people exhibit a bias towards sampling actions of high practical utility regardless of the task being faced, and thus these possibilities disproportionately inform a wide range of modal judgments.
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Box 1. From Default to Reflective Modal Cognition
In contrast to traditional models, the shared adaptive sampling hypothesis makes unique predictions about the effect of time on judgments that involve modal cognition about possible actions. When people are given little time to consider possibilities before responding, the set of possible actions they consider should be relatively small and heavily influenced by the adaptive sampling process used to generate them. Because this representation is then shared across different types of modal judgments, the less time one has, the more these different modal judgments will look similar to one another. By contrast, when people are given more time to respond, various modal judgments should look comparatively dissimilar to one another because these judgments will now largely reflect task-specific constraints on how the possible actions are 'ordered' or reasoned about ( Figure I) .
By analogy, consider how consumer choice is shaped by a website that 'samples' products for new customers to view. Suppose that many first-time customers with highly different preferences are choosing which of 100 sweaters to buy. The website presents a 'sample' of the available sweaters to each customer, hoping that the customer will buy one of these sweaters; each customer then chooses one sweater from the set presented. If the website only shows each customer a similar set of three or four sweaters, then all customers will end up choosing similar sweaters regardless of their different individual preferences. However, as the number of sweaters 'sampled' by the website increases, the choices of the customers increasingly reflect their individual preferences, rather than the sampling process used by the website.
A recent study supports this prediction by demonstrating an effect of time pressure on modal judgments (e.g., judgments of what someone 'should' or 'could' do) [26] . When participants were given time to reflect before responding, their judgments were clearly distinct -what one 'could' do bears little resemblance to what one 'should' do. However, when participants were made to respond quickly, all the different modal judgments began to look increasingly similar to one another ( Figure II) . This pattern is particularly striking given that a simple increase in noise under time pressure predicts the opposite pattern (less similarity when answering quickly). 
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Max. Recent psycholinguistic research shows that modal auxiliaries default to picking out possibilities involving actions that are probable and valuable [26, 27, 47] . In one study, participants read about a student who forgot her homework. They then made truth-value judgments of sentences such as 'Mary ought to forge an excuse note', or 'Mary might forge an excuse note', or 'Mary could forge an excuse note', and so on. Some participants were instructed to do this task very quickly, increasing their reliance on default modal representations, whereas others were allowed to reflect before responding. When participants were forced to answer quickly, all their different modal judgments began to look increasingly similar to one another (see Figure II in Box 1). This suggests that participants were relying on some common default set of available possibilities across diverse modal judgments. Crucially, this default representation was highly constrained by value: the speeded judgments of all modal auxiliaries resemble our typical judgments of what a person 'ought' to do (e.g., that you 'ought' not to forge an excuse note) [26] .
This same feature characterizes young children's linguistic development. Children first learn modals such as 'can' and 'could' [48] [49] [50] that can be used to make claims both about the set of possible actions that are likely to occur (e.g., 'John could be eating pizza for dinner') and the set of possible actions that do not have a low value (e.g., 'you can drive at 50 mph here'), and only later come to learn the meaning of modal terms with only one of these constraints, such as 'might' [51] [52] [53] . Moreover, children often interpret all modal questions as being about a combination of what would be good to do and which things are likely to be actually done, even when this interpretation is inappropriate to adult speakers. For example, children will say others 'can't' do actions that are unlikely to work, would hurt others, or would violate their own preferences [54] [55] [56] .
Finally, roughly half of languages worldwide have been estimated to contain modal forms that are sensitive to both probability and value [57, 58] . The widespread nature of this pattern suggests that this feature may arise from a universally shared default [59] [60] [61] . 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences
Freedom and Responsibility
There is a great difference between handing a robber your bank codes unprovoked and doing so with a gun to your head. The difference, of course, resides in the nature of the alternative possible actions [62, 63] . In one case you have a much better alternative (say nothing!), whereas in the second you only have a much worse alternative (be shot). Accordingly, we tend to say that only the person with a gun to their head was 'forced' to give their bank codes, that they 'had no choice', and that they were not responsible for doing so. Empirical work on judgments of freedom and responsibility has confirmed this general relationship: people tend to say that a person was not fully responsible for their action if the only alternative actions were of low value [20, 26, 32, [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] , consistent with the possibility that the alternatives were never represented as 'possibilities' at all. These judgments thus bear part of the fingerprint of default modal cognition. In contrast to value, the role of probability in freedom/responsibility has not been directly tested and remains an important direction for future research.
Summary
Across the examples of modal cognition that we have reviewed, the possible actions that people consider by default are probable and valuable. This fingerprint of adaptive sampling also emerges throughout a diversity of other cognitive domains: in judgments of intentional action [69] [70] [71] , in how people engage in counterfactual reasoning [13, 20, [72] [73] [74] [75] , in judgments of normality [76] , in people's predictions of the future actions of others [77] [78] [79] , and more [32] .
Traditional models of modal cognition have difficulty in explaining this consistency. First, they do not differentiate between the structure of default and reflective modal cognition; second, they cannot explain why a common set of factors would reliably shape default modal cognition across diverse tasks. The shared adaptive sampling model explains these data by positing that default modal cognition is dominated by a restricted sampling process, and that this process is shared across diverse tasks. What remains to be explained is why representations of possibility exhibit a sensitivity to value and probability.
A Functional Proposal for Default Modal Cognition
When considering possible actions, why do humans think of valuable and probable actions by default? Although these constraints are puzzling in many of the tasks we have reviewed, they are
Box 2. The Role of Value in Causal Judgment
Value strongly influences causal judgment. Consider this scenario: the receptionist in the philosophy department keeps her desk stocked with pens. The administrative assistants are allowed to take pens, but faculty members must buy their own. The administrative assistants typically take the pens. Unfortunately, so do the faculty members. The receptionist has repeatedly emailed them reminders that only administrators are allowed to take the pens.
On Monday morning, both Professor Smith and an administrative assistant take pens at the same time. Later that day, the receptionist needs to take an important message, but she has a problem. There are no pens left.
Who caused the secretary's problem? Most people select Professor Smith, not the administrator [44] . This effect -that actions with low moral value are judged more causal -is highly general and has been documented across a wide range of stimuli (from vignette studies [36, [42] [43] [44] to visual displays [21, 68] ), methods (from survey questions to eye-tracking [21, 41] ), and populations (from adults to children [21, 36, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] 68] ).
Evidence suggests that this pattern arises from the structure of default modal cognition. People judge an action (taking a pen) to have caused an effect (the secretary's problem) by considering whether the effect would not have occurred if the potential cause had been different [35] [36] [37] [38] . To do this, participants must call to mind counterfactual possibilities ('what else could have happened?'). Crucially, because we naturally call to mind higher-value possible actions, our minds turn more readily to the correction of an immoral act than to the alteration of a permissible one; people find themselves thinking: 'if only Professor Smith had followed the rules and had not taken a pen ...'. This, in turn, makes the necessity of the immoral action for the outcome more salient [27, 32] .
Three further findings support this account. First, the pattern is eliminated if the professor's action does not have a low value [42] . Second, the pattern is eliminated if the low-value action was not necessary for the effect to occur, implicating an assessment of counterfactual dependence [36, [42] [43] [44] . Third, the effect is mediated by judgments of how relevant each counterfactual is: people judge the counterfactual where the professor did not take the pen to be more relevant than the one where the administrator did not take the pen [32, 43] . These results suggest that our reasoning about possible actions is sensitive to value, and provide a case study of default modal reasoning in high-level cognition.
perfectly natural in at least one context: decision making. We want to make good decisions, and hence we should direct our limited capacity for careful thought towards actions with the highest practical utility. Pursuing this basic idea, we argue that a promising possibility is that default modal cognition about actions (representing 'what is possible') derives its distinctive structure from its role in decision making (choosing 'what to do').
The Role of Value and Probability in Generating Consideration Sets
Similarly to other domains, decision-making depends crucially on which actions are represented as possible. Reasoning about actions takes effort: we cannot exhaustively consider all the actions that, on reflection, we would judge to be technically possible. Consider the problem of choosing which movie to watch, and begin enumerating the possibilities alphabetically: A-Team, Aaron Loves Angela, ABBA, Ace Ventura, etc. There are too many movies to consider, and most are bad. The same problem arises in artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to games such as chess and Go: not all legal moves can be fully evaluated in a practical amount of time.
In research on decision making, people have been found to begin by sampling a small set of options worth considering [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] , often called a 'consideration set' [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . Sampling a consideration set is a crucial step in the choice process; in one analysis of consumer purchasing decisions, the content of people's consideration sets explained nearly 80% of the variation in their final choice [85, 91] . Nevertheless, despite their importance, the sampling processes that generate consideration sets have received relatively little attention [82, 83] .
Existing studies do, however, consistently find that the first options which come to mind tend to be higher in value, and are chosen more often (i.e., are more probable) [80] [81] [82] [83] [88] [89] [90] . In [92] , chess experts were shown board positions and were asked to name the first moves that came to mind. The initial moves that came to mind were much better, and much more commonly chosen, than chance moves. Indeed, the first move that chess grandmasters consider is often the best move [92] . Similar results have been found with handball players [81, 93] , firefighters [94] , children [95] , and consumer purchasing decisions [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . In real-world decisions, the initial sampling process is so skewed towards high-value, high-probability actions that people often end up simply choosing the first possibility that comes to mind [80, 81] . In addition, when faced with decisions, patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex -a region implicated in storing and computing option values [96] produce fewer options, suggesting that value computations are important for sampling possible actions [97] . Finally, these results accord with work showing that sampling in other parts of the decision process -for example, sampling of possible outcomes -is influenced by both probability and value [98] [99] [100] .
Notably, cutting-edge AI systems have converged on a similar architecture. For AI, as for humans, complex decision problems often involve too many choices for exhaustive evaluation. In games such as chess and Go, for instance, it is computationally prohibitive to evaluate every legal sequence of moves. Instead, planning algorithms must select a small subset of sequences to evaluate. When done probabilistically, this is often called a 'Monte Carlo tree search' (MCTS), which refers to the process of selecting branches of a decision tree for evaluation [101] . Notably, dominant MCTS methods focus evaluation on actions that are associated with higher heuristic value estimates. For instance, the popular Upper Confidence bounds applied to Trees (UCT) algorithm selects actions for evaluation based on (i) the current value estimate of an action, and (ii) the amount of evaluation already devoted to that action [101] . The newer application of 'deep Reinforcement Learning' to Go, as demonstrated by AlphaGo [102] and AlphaZero [103] , depended on extensions of UCT. Crucially, in both cases, the selection of actions for rigorous evaluation was guided broadly by estimates of value and probability.
Why Two Stages?
If people can bias consideration sets towards higher-value options, and if the first thing that comes to mind is often of such a high value that they choose it, then why bother ever thinking of more than one thing during decision making? Why would our decision-making process involve two stages -sampling a consideration set, and then choosing a decision from it?
This two-stage architecture may reflect a basic distinction between two different ways in which we can assign value: one that is computationally cheap but less accurate, and another that is computationally expensive but more accurate [104] [105] [106] . Building on prior suggestions [83, 89] , we propose that people rely on the 'cheap/inaccurate' system to generate a consideration set of reasonable candidates, and then switch to the 'expensive/accurate' system to choose the very best option from within the set generated. Box 3 provides a discussion of simulations that demonstrate the adaptiveness of such a mechanism.
More specifically, we propose that the type of value representation used for sampling possible actions is not computed at decision time; instead, it is cached (i.e., 'precompiled') from previous Box 
Adaptive Consideration Sets in Decision Making
We present a simple illustration of how value-guided consideration sets could be adaptive in decision making ( Figure I) . This proposal is closely related to that in [113] , which provides an algorithmic implementation of our computational proposal for a specific decision problem. When facing a decision with N options, people first generate a consideration set, C, of K << N options, where the probability of inclusion, i, of each option in C is proportional to the 'cached value' of that option [denoted CV(i)], which correlates imperfectly with the expected value of the option in the specific decision context. This sampling process produces higher-value, higher-probability options for consideration, and can be accomplished efficiently using, for instance, the algorithm described in [114] . Second, people compute the true expected value of each option in the consideration set [denoted EV(j)], and choose the option with the highest EV. We assume that the computation of EV incurs a significant computational cost that scales linearly with the number of evaluations.
Building on this approach, an optimality analysis was conducted [113] , asking when it is optimal to sequence heuristic and deliberative processes (a 'hybrid' model) or instead to act either purely heuristically or purely deliberatively (two 'pure' models). Exploring a wide range of parameter settings, they find that the hybrid approach is often favored, pure habit is sometimes favored, and pure deliberation is rarely favored. The main advantage of the hybrid approach is to screen off costly deliberation over the large majority of actions that are almost certainly poor choices by a computationally frugal method, while investing deliberation in improving the final choice among a few good candidates. experience [83, 89, [104] [105] [106] . According to contemporary models of decision making (in particular, model-free reinforcement learning [107] ), people cache the values of actions they experience; these cached values are then available automatically in future decisions, and influence choices above and beyond people's explicit calculations of the expected value of an action in the current context [106, 108] . Moreover, people also appear to learn cached values through observation [109, 110] and instruction [111, 112] , allowing them to acquire cached values for actions that they have not personally experienced. These cached values could plausibly be used to quickly sample higher-value possibilities for further consideration. Later, more precise value estimates can be obtained by subjecting each member of the consideration set to model-based reinforcement learning -a computationally expensive method that uses more information to estimate the precise, situation-specific value to candidate actions.
Sampling Decision
In sum, consideration sets could plausibly be constructed according to a readily available, computationally cheap representation of the value of an action 'in general', whereas actions are chosen from the consideration by computing online a representation of the value of an action 'specifically' for the present circumstance [83, 89] . Initial evidence indeed suggests both a crucial role for cached values in the generation of the consideration set, and a separate role for task-specific values in the choice of a final option from the consideration set [113] . For instance, when choosing dinner for a guest with unusual tastes, people tend to generate potential dinners by sampling options that they themselves typically enjoy (relying on cached value representations), and then choose from within the options in this consideration set the particular dinner that best satisfy their guest's tastes (a task-specific value representation) [113] .
From Choice to Possibility
We propose that modal cognition about human action -that is employed during causal reasoning, language interpretation, moral judgment, etc. -relies on a similar mechanism for consideration set construction (Figure 2) . In other words, that the same value-and probability-based sampling process that identifies practical candidates for choice is at the heart of shared adaptive sampling when we reason about possible actions that we ourselves are not doing.
Of course, showing that the tendency to sample higher-value, higher-probability possible actions could be adaptive for decision-makers does not prove that this tendency actually originated as a decision-making adaptation. One relevant consideration is that sensitivity to value and probability is not obviously beneficial in many of the tasks where modal cognition is involved (e.g., judgments of magic, or predictions of the actions of others), which suggests that the observed similarity is not merely a coincidence or the product of convergent evolution. Nonetheless, future research should test this claim more directly: are these processes linked developmentally, neurally, and across individual differences? Importantly, our model predicts that the shared adaptive sampling process used in modal cognition will show a signature effect of employing value and probability 'in general', rather than the values and probabilities specific to the particular situation in question. For instance, when making causal judgments by considering counterfactuals, the counterfactual actions sampled will be those that are 'generally' valuable and probable, whereas the subsequent ordering of counterfactual relevance will instead be situation-specific (we may consider a counterfactual that is typically good and likely, but not allow it to inform our judgments because it is not actually possible in the specific situation at hand). These remain important topics for further research.
Concluding Remarks
Three elements of our proposal stand out for further development (see also Outstanding Questions). First, although our proposal was framed at the computational level, it makes clear predictions that are so far untested. For example, although most of the literature on modal cognition has focused on the role of moral value in particular, our model suggests that (i) this is only a special case of effects of value more generally, and thus other types of value (e.g., prudential value) will give rise to similar effects, (ii) this value is encoded in a heuristic, context-free way rather than being computed online in a task-specific way, (iii) the effect of this value will be strikingly similar across different types of modal cognition (causal reasoning, psycholinguistics, judgments of responsibility, etc.), and (iv) the effect of such value will increase when the number of possibilities that can be considered is limited, whether through time pressure, cognitive load, or individual differences.
Second, although our proposal focuses on the representation of possible actions, actions are only one of the many types of possibilities we consider. We also consider possible events, states of the world, objects, and so on. Here again, we often face intractably large spaces of possibilities. It remains an important question whether the processes of sampling possibilities in these other types of modal cognition are structured similarly to the shared adaptive sampling mechanism we have proposed for actions. These may differ in important respects. For instance, when choosing actions, it is clearly beneficial to consider only the good ones, but when anticipating events beyond our control, it may make more sense to focus on their 'importance', irrespective of whether they are good or bad [98] .
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Max. Third, although we have focused on how possible actions are generated for consideration, there are presumably similar mechanisms that serve to reject possibilities from consideration. Indeed, data from experiments that involve judging the possibility of proposed actions may be most naturally accounted for by mechanisms of heuristic rejection rather than generation. Further research should establish whether probability and value structure the rejection of possibilities from a consideration set in the same way as they structure their introduction.
In sum, the cognitive sciences have long recognized that many of human's most impressive forms of thinking require us to reason about 'possible worlds' in addition to the actual one. Nonetheless, it is obvious that humans cannot and do not explicitly consider all of them. We have argued that an essential form of modal representation is the set of actions, both likely and good, that arise for consideration by default. Our general capacity to generate possible actions may be intimately linked to our capacity for decision making. Thus, a core component of ordinary modal cognition may not be possible worlds, but practical worlds -those involving actions that are typically worth considering.
